ULTIMATE SOLUTION FOR BAMBOO WORKING

Add Value with New Technology
ABOUT US:
Prashant Bamboo Machines Manufacturing Vide Range of Bamboo Working Machines, Glass Working Machine, Wood Working Machine and Customize Machine. We are Specialist for All Type of Bamboo Cutter & Tools. We also Provide Training for Bamboo Handicrafts, we are authorized Trainer for NMBA.

VISION:
Our Goal is to Provide Ultimate Solution for Bamboo Working with Latest Technology.

Machine Manufacture for Bamboo Working Machine

Wood Working Machine
Wooden Half Round Stick (For Submersible Pump)
Circular Stand
Molder Stand
Hobby Lathe

Wood Working Tool Kit
Wood Turning Tool Set
Wood Carving Tool Set

Glass Working Machine
Glass Polishing Machine (Belt type)
Glass Round Buffing Machine (Namada type)
Glass Grooving Machine

Other Machine
Plastic Blade Grinder Machine
Concrete / Ash Brick Cutting Machine

Bamboo Working Tool Kit
Bamboo Handy Craft Tool Kit
Furniture Making Tool Kit
Jewellery Making Tool Kit
Bamboo Power Tool Kit

Bamboo Cutter & Tool
Bamboo Round Stick Cutter
Bamboo Blind Stick Cutter
Bamboo Square Stick Cutter
Bamboo Slicer Blade
BAMOOG CROSS CUTTER M/C.
Model No. : PBM-C001
Max. Cutter Dia. : 350 mm
Cutting Capacity : 115 mm
Power Required : 1 HP 1440 RPM
Production Capacity : 250 poles in 8 Hrs
(To cut the bamboo in required length)

BAMOOG OUT SIDE KNOT REMOVING M/C.
Model No. : PBM-KR-001
Max. Cutter Dia. : 10"
Power Required : 1 HP 1440 RPM
(To remove outside bamboo Knot)

BAMOOG SLICER TWO STROKE M/C.
Model No. : PBM-SC-001
Width of Slice : 30 mm
Minimum Thick : 1.0 mm
Machine Feeder : 2 Stroke
Power Required : 1 HP 1440 RPM
(To slice Bamboo in uniform thickness)

BAMOOG SLICER WITH INSIDE KNOT REMOVER
Model No. : PBM-sc-003
Width of slice : 30 mm
Minimum thick : 1.5 mm
Machine feeder : 4 stroke
Power required : 2 hp 1440 rpm
(to slice bamboo & remove inside knot)

BAMOOG SQUARE STICK M/C. - ONE SIDE
Model No. : PBM-SQ-001
Width of Slice : 30 mm
Minimum Thick : 1.2 mm
Power Required : 1 HP 1440 RPM
(To make square sticks)

BAMOOG ROUND STICK M/C.
Model No. : PBM-RD-001
Width of Slice : 25 mm
Minimum Thick : 1.2 mm
Power Required : 7 HP (3+3+1 HP)
(To make round sticks)

BAMOOG HAND SPLITTER M/C.
Model No. : PBM-SR-001
Split Outer Dia. : 8"
Division : 4 to 16 (Any One)
Blade Fitting : Removable
Blade : Sharp able
(To split the Bamboo by Hand)

BAMOOG AUTO SPLITTER M/C.
Model No. : PBM-SR-002
Split Outer Dia. : Up to 10"
Division : 4 to 16
Blade Fitting : Fixed
Feed : Auto Chain Drive
Power Required : 7.5 HP 3 PH
(To Split Bamboo Automatically)

BAMOOG SLICER FOUR STROKE M/C.
Model No. : PBM-SC-002
Width of Slice : 30 mm
Minimum Thick : 1.5 mm
Machine Feeder : 4 Stroke
Power Required : 2 HP 1440 RPM
(For long slicing in bamboo with uniform thickness)

BAMOOG SLICER WITH INSIDE KNOT REMOVER WITH SIZING M/C.
Model No. : PBM-SC-005
Width of Slice : 30 mm
Minimum Thick : 1.5 mm
Machine Feeder : 6 feeder
Power Required : 2 HP 1440 RPM
(To remove inside knot of bamboo and making Slicing and sizing)

BAMOOG SQUARE STICK M/C. - TWO SIDE
Model No. : PBM-SQ-002
Width of Slice : 30 mm
Minimum Thick : 1.2 mm
Power Required : 1 HP 1440 RPM
(To make Square stick from both side)

BAMOOG KULFI STICK MAKING M/C.
Model No. : PBM-KS-001
Width of Slice : 30 mm
Minimum Thick : 1.5 mm
Power Required : 1 HP 1440 RPM
(To make Kulfi Sticks)
**BAMBOO PROCESSING MACHINES**

**BAMBOO STICK SIZING MACHINE**
- Model No. : PBM-SZ-001
- Circular Dia. : 350 mm
- Cutting Capacity : 115 mm
- Power Required : 1 HP 1440 RPM
  (To cut the stick in required length)

**BAMBOO STICK POLISHER - REGULAR**
- Model No. : PBM-PL-001
- Division : 3 Parts
- Power Required : 2 HP 1440 RPM
- Production Cap. : 60 Kg
  (For Polishing Bamboo stick)

**BAMBOO STICK POLISHER (ECO)**
- Model No. : PBM-PL-002
- Size : 3 ft. x 2 ft
- Power Required : 1 HP 1440 RPM
- Division : 2 Part
- Production Capacity : 30 kg
  (For Polishing the Bamboo Square Sticks)

**MULTI BAMBOO CUTTER GRINDER**
- Model No. : PBM-DR-002
- Max. Cutter Dia. : 18"
- Power Required : 1 HP
- Cooling Arrangement : Available
  (To sharpen all type of bamboo cutter)

**BAMBOO TOOTHPICK MACHINES**
- Model No. : PBM-TM-001
- Power Required : 2 HP
- Production Cap. : 200 kg
  (Make Toothpicks Shaving / Pointing)

**DRYER MACHINE**
- Model No. : PBM-DR-001
- Size : 3 x 3 x 4
- Power Required : 1 HP - 2 Motor
- Air Blower : Blower - 1 HP
- Fuel : Diesel / Kerosine
- Fuel Consumption : 1 Ltr per Hrs.
  (To dry the bamboo sticks)

**BAMBOO SKEWER MACHINE**
- Model No. : PBM-SM-001
- Elect. Motor : 2 HP
- Production Cap. : 300 kg
  (For Pointing The Skewer)

**BAMBOO LONG STICK POLISHER**
- Model No. : PBM-PL-003
- Size : 6 ft. x 3 ft
- Power Required : 2 HP 1440 RPM
- Division : 2 Part
- Production Capacity : 150 kg
  (For Polishing the Long sticks)

**BAMBOO DUST COLLECTOR**
- Model No. : PBM-FD-001
- Power Required : 3 HP 1440 RPM
- Air Volume : 1200
- Bag Dia. / Length : 12 x 36
- Bag Qty. : Single
  (To collect the bamboo Dust)

**TOOTHPICK ARRANGING MACHINE**
- Model No. : PBM-PR001
- Power Required : 1 HP
- Production : 100 Kg
  (For Arranging Toothpick)

**BAMBOO BROOM (JHADOO) STICK MAKING MACHINE**
- Model No. : PBM-BS-001
- Power Required : 2 HP 1440 RPM
- Production Cap. : 300 Kg

**MAT (BLIND) WEAVING MACHINE**
- Model No. : PBM-MW-001
- Power Required : 2 + 2 + 1 HP
  (To Making Bamboo Mat)
BAMBOO CUTTER M/C.
Model No. : PBM-FP-001
Circular Dia. : 300 mm
Table Size : 30" x 30"
Power Required : 2 HP 1440 RPM
(To cut the bamboo)

BAMBOO SQUARE SHAPING M/C
Model No. : PBM-FT-007
Max. Width : 225 mm
Power Required : 2 HP 1440 RPM
(To Smoother the surface of Bamboo)

BAMBOO PROFILE CUT MACHINE
Model No. : PBM-FT-002
Cut Thick : 50 mm
Table Size : 12" x 12"
Power Required : 0.5 HP 1440 RPM
(To cut the bamboo in profile)

BAMBOO PROFILE SHAPING M/C
Model No. : PBM-FP-006
Table Size : 24" x 24"
Height : Up to 4"
Power Required : 2 HP 1440 RPM
(To make profile shape to Bamboo)

BAMBOO SIZING MACHINE
Model No. : PBM-FT-004
Max Width : 255 mm
Power Required : 2 HP 1440 RPM
(To make the required thickness size of bamboo)

BAMBOO COPING TURNING M/C.
Model No. : PBM-FT-008
Machine Length : 6 Ft
Working Length : 3 ½ FT
Power Required : 1 HP 1440 RPM
(To Make copy of bamboo products)

BAMBOO SANDER MACHINE
Model No. : PBM-FT-005
Disc Dia : 250 mm
Belt Size : 150 x 1220 mm
Power Required : 1 HP 1440 RPM
(To sanding & polishing of bamboo)

BAMBOO TURNING MACHINE
Model No. : PBM-FT-003
Max Dia : 8"
Working Length : 3.5 FT
Power Required : 1 HP 1440 RPM
(To turn the bamboo in required round Shape)

DRILL MACHINE WITH SLIDE ATTACHMENT
Model No. : PBM-FT-012
Drill Capacity : 25 mm
Slide Capacity : 3" x 8"
Power Required : 1 HP 1440 RPM
(For Drilling & side Hole)

AUTO PROFILE MAKING MACHINE
Model No. : PBM-FT-010
Working Head : 3
Outer Dia. : 50 mm
Power Required : 1 HP 1440 RPM
(To making small bamboo toy & gift item)

MULTI BAMBOO WORKING MACHINE
Model No. : PBM-FT-009
Planing width : 10"
Feeding Speed : 24 Ft per min.
Power Required : 2 HP 1440 RPM
(Multi function for bamboo furniture)

SMALL BAMBOO UTILITY MACHINE
Model No. : PBM-FT-011
Circular Dia : 10"
Drilling Capacity : ½"
Sanding Disc Dia.: 10"
(Multi utility - cutting, drilling & Sanding)
BAMBOO NON ELECTRICAL (MANUAL) MACHINES

AGARBATTI MAKING M/C. - AUTOMATIC
Model No. : PBM-MS-010
Elect Motor : 1.5 HP 1 ph / 3 ph
Stick Quality : Only Round
Production : 60 to 80 kg in 8 hrs.
Feeder : Auto Feeding
(For coating masala on bamboo sticks automatically)

AGARBATTI MASALA ROALLING M/C. MANUAL
Model No. : PBM-MS-008
Stick Thickness : Up to 1.4 mm
Stick Quality : Round, Square, Both
Production : 10 to 12 kg in 8 Hrs
(For Coating Masala in Bamboo Sticks)

MANUAL BAMBOO SLICER M/C.
Model No. : PBM-MS-005
Thickness : 0.5 mm to 2.0 mm
Length of Slice : 250 mm
Width of slice : 30 mm
(For slicing bamboo in uniform thickness)

BAMBOO VINEGAR MACHINE
Model No. : PBM-BB-001
Production Capacity : 10 Lt

BAMBOO CHARCOAL MACHINE
Model No. : PBM-BC-001
Power Required : 1 HP
Capacity : 50 KG

BAMBOO FLUTE (BANSURI) MACHINE
Model No. : PBM-BF-001
Power Required : 2 HP
Capacity : 100 No.

MASALA POWDER FILTER MACHINE (CHANNANA M/C.)
Model No. : PBM-MS-011
Elect. Motor : 1 HP
Size : 14"
(To filter the masala)

MASALA MIXTURE MACHINE (MS)
Model No. : PBM-MS-012
Elect. Motor : 2 HP
Capacity : 15 to 25 kg in 8 hrs.
(To mix the masala for Incense stick)

MANUAL BAMBOO STICK M/C.
Model No. : PBM-MS-008
Thickness : 1.2 mm to 1.4 mm
Width of Slice : Up to 20 mm
Power Required : Not Require
(For making Bamboo Square Stick)

BAMBOO TOYS MACHINE
Model No. : PBM-BT-00
Outer Dia : 60 mm
Power Required : 1 HP

BAMBOO PELLET MAKING MACHINE
Model No. : PBM-BB-001
Power Required : 10 HP
Capacity : 500 KG

BAMBOO KITE STICK MACHINE
Model No. : PBM-KS-001
Power Required : 1 HP
Capacity : 200 Kg
WOOD WORKING MACHINE

WOODEN HALF ROUND STICK MAKING MACHINE
(FOR SUBMERSIBLE PUMP)
- Model No.: PBM-HR-01
- Power Required: 5 HP 3PH
- Production: 300 Kg. in 8 Hours
  (Make Wood/Bamboo Half Round Stick)

CIRCULAR STAND MACHINE
(EGO MODEL)
- Model No.: PBM-CS-01
- Cutter Dia: Up 300 Dia
  (For Cutting Wood and Bamboo)

GLASS WORKING MACHINE

GLASS WORKING MACHINE-
(BELT TYPE)
- Model No.: PBM-GM-001
- Power Required: 1 HP 1440 RPM
- Belt Size: 100 mm x 1600 mm
  (Glass Polishing and Edge Binding)

GLASS BUFFING MACHINE-
(NAMDA TYPE)
- Model No.: PBM-GM-002
- Power Required: 1 HP 1440 RPM
- Namda Dia: 18"
  (For Buffing the Glass)

OTHER MACHINE

CONCRETE/ASH BRICKS CUTTING MACHINE
- Model No.: PBM-CBC-001
- Power Required: 2 HP 1440 RPM
- Maximum Length: 8"
  (To Cut the Ash/Concrete Bricks as per required Size)

PLASTIC BLADE GRINDER MACHINE
- Model No.: PBM-PBG-01
- Power Required: 1 HP 2800 RPM
- Max. Length: 24"
  (For Grinding the Plastic Crushing Blade)

BAMBOO HOBBY WORKING MACHINE

Mini Sander
Mini Cutter
Scroll Saw
Compact Drill Machine